Abstract. The author investigates the extent to which smart computational methods can be used to create new and better performing types of spatial interaction model. He briefly describes the application of three different computationally intensive modelling technologies and compares the performance of the resulting models on a benchmark data set. It would appear that performance improvements of up to a factor of two can be obtained at the cost of a few orders of magnitude increase in compute times.
Introduction
There is an argument that attempts to invent either new or improved spatial interaction models are not worthwhile on the grounds that either the current models are good enough for most practical purposes or that in the context of a spatial decision support system orientated to geographical information systems it is the total process that matters not just the model part. Others attempt to avoid performance questions by incorporating 'socioeconomic' correction terms that absorb any errors that have been observed. A similarly complacent view would argue that if the model is being used in forecasting then other far more significant sources of uncertainty will often swamp issues of model performance. An even more complacent view is to assume that any gains in improvements will be at best marginal because of the large historic research effort already invested in spatial interaction models and that they will not translate into practical utility. Others would argue that loglinear statistical and Poisson regression modelling tools already appear to provide an optimal framework for exploring newer and more novel model specifications and that as a result little remains to be done. However, doubts can be expressed about whether in fact there really is so little left to do or be discovered. At best this constitutes both a null hypothesis and a challenge for researchers empowered by new computational tools. There is also a lingering concern as to whether conventional models even yield 'acceptable' levels of performance (see Openshaw, 1976; Openshaw and Connelly, 1977) . For example, Thomas (1977) reports errors of over 100%, Fotheringham and Williams (1985) find errors in their model of 50% to 100%, and Knudsen (1982) gives errors in the range 70% to 100%. Hardly surprising, Knudsen and Fotheringham (1986, page 145) argue that "the search for improved spatial interaction models should continue". Certainly, model performance and development appear to have reached some kind of limiting asymptote that is only going to be breached, if at all, by the development and application of new and perhaps radically different methods and theories of spatial interaction. At the very least it creates an interesting research challenge of both pure and potential applied significance. Spatial interaction modelling represents one of the most basic and most explicitly geographical of all modelling challenges.
It is important to appreciate that the basic structure of most conventional spatial interaction models of the gravity model type is at least 25 years old. The modern form of the model still largely reflects Wilson (1970) . It could even be argued that Carey (1858, reprinted in 1988) made the principal advance and everything since has merely added theoretical and mathematical sophistication of a deductive nature to what amounts to little more than an approach based on Newtonian theory. Other characteristic features are that the traditional models are nonlinear but only in a global way. More seriously, the dependency of mathematical models on theory is both a strength and a major bottleneck that may restrict new developments and this may explain the difficulty of building micro-macro multilevel relationships based on discrete choice theory into a gravity modelling framework. Other potential future problems and difficulties relate to the need to upgrade the theoretical basis of the model to cope with changes in people's spatial behaviour. As yet there is little good theoretical understanding of what is happening on which to develop new mathematical model specifications. Yet without theory or hypothesis to guide it the conventional deductive modelling process does not function particularly well (see figure 1 ). In the emerging data-rich informationtechnology-rich era it would seem very worthwhile to investigate whether or not inductive approaches based on what are now regarded as data-mining technologies might not have something useful to offer (see Openshaw, 1994a; 1994b) . However, there is little point in developing new models of spatial interaction that need factors of a thousand or more compute time unless there are some very real benefits to be gained.
In this paper, I briefly describe and then compare the performances of a number of different types of origin-constrained spatial interaction models: a selection of conventional models with a variety of deterrence functions, a number of genetically bred models, models based on artificial neural networks and some fuzzy logic models (for an introduction to the new methods, see Openshaw and Openshaw, 1997) . The restriction to origin-constrained models reflects their use in retail decision support contexts. Additionally, only an aggregate model formulation is considered, on the grounds that the same technologies can also be used to model far more highly disaggregated flow tables. Model performance is evaluated by using a benchmark data set consisting of a 73 x 73-zone flow matrix for Durham. This has been widely used in previous empirical studies of spatial interaction models (Openshaw, 1976; Turton et al, 1997) . It is not an easy data set because of a mix of urban and rural areas. There is also a variable amount of intrazonal interaction with an overall average of 40%. The software used here is from the Spatial Interaction Modelling System (SIMS) (Openshaw et al, 1998) . It is designed for a PC environment and offers a simple user-interface and help system designed for nonexperts. 
Generalising the spatial interaction model
An immediate difficulty that faces all attempts at novel spatial interaction modelling is the need to impose various accounting constraints on the predicted flows. For instance, in the previous neural network modelling of flows (Openshaw, 1993; see also Fischer and Gopal, 1994 ) only an unconstrained model has been considered. This greatly limits its potential usefulness, as unconstrained models are of little practical value. It is necessary, therefore, to identify a generic way of handling constraints separately from modelling the flow patterns. The conventional models completely conflate these aspects. In an entropy-maximising model there is a good theoretical basis for doing this, but how should we cope when other modelling technologies are to be considered?
One solution is both simple and obvious. Why not view spatial interaction modelling as consisting of two parts: (1) the predicting of flows, and (2) the imposing of accounting constraints? These two parts can be treated separately or simultaneously.
Consider the conventional entropy-maximising model that is constrained at the origin end:
where
Of is the number of flows starting in zone z, Dj is a measure of the attractiveness of destination j, Cy is the cost of flowing from origin / to destination j, b is a parameter that is estimated, A,-is a balancing factor which ensures that the model is constrained at the origin end, and fjj is the predicted flows from / to j. Note that the role of O t in the model is solely that of an accounting constraint. In fact, this becomes far more obvious when the model is reexpressed without the A t term:
The Newtonian theory analogy to the mass of origin / is missing, although it is implicitly present via the origin-specific nature of the accounting constraint. This is self-evident because the purpose of the model is to predict the patterns of flows from an origin zone. If you were to add an extra origin-specific term, for example, L i9 it cancels out and is irrelevant. This becomes clearer when this basic model is split into a flow-model part and an accounting-constraint part. The flow-model part of equation (1), T ( *, given simply by 7;/ = Djexp(-bC tJ ).
The constraint is imposed on the conventional model via the At term so that regardless of the values of Dj, C ij9 and b the accounting constraint,
is always satisfied. However, the same predicted flows can also be obtained by applying the constraint mechanism as a separate second step:
which is identical to the model in equations (1) and (2). With the conventional model the model-flow prediction and the constraints procedure would be included inside the parameter estimation procedure. Nevertheless, this separation of model from constraints is useful because it permits the flow modelling to be conducted as a separate task from the imposition of accounting constraints. The flow-prediction model could be based on virtually anything. With this approach, if you require an origin-constrained neural-network-based spatial interaction model then you can have one. Similarly, if you wish to embed a multilevel model of some kind with the results expressed as aggregate flows then this is also possible. If you want a disaggregate model with different or separate flow-prediction models for a number of different flow types then this is also possible, as the multiple different flow models can be connected via the constraints. This would allow a wide variety of different model hybrids to be used in the same framework. The only question is whether to embed the constraints-handling mechanism within whatever modelling procedure is used (for example, a neural net) or whether to 'calibrate' the model unconstrained and then apply the accounting constraints subsequently. The results need not be the same. The former is the hardest, requiring major changes to, for instance, neural net training methods and additional computer time, but it could be done. Here the simple second alternative is used for the neural networks and the embedding approach for all the other models examined in this paper.
A selection of old and new models
Conventional models The form of the spatial interaction has for the past 25 years been constrained largely by a need to specify a mathematical model based on theory. Figure 1 outlines a conventional deductive modelling strategy. Note how the use of theory is used to define a fixed model equation. The theoretical validity of the model depends largely on the quality of the theory. New model forms require new theories to be specified. If the model works well then the theory underlying it may be regarded as being broadly vindicated. Indeed, an interesting feature of most conventional spatial interaction models is that they do appear to work reasonably well on a variety of data, and the model parameters often have a plausible intuitive interpretation. What is not known, as the question is seldom asked, is whether this apparent good performance and generality of application is indicative of a "good" model or merely the result of using a very robust model that offers a consistent but poor level of performance more or less each time it is applied.
For present purposes an arbitrary selection of conventional models are considered. These are all modified versions of equations (1) and (2). The negative exponential deterrence function, exp(-Z?C /y ), can be replaced by a power function, C^h, to produce a traditional gravity model. A modified gamma function (Tanner's function), exp(-6, Cij)C~h 2 , can be used to add a more complex deterrence function capability. March's function, exp (& 3 c£ 2 )C^\ and a Weibull function, exp(Z? 2 Cf} 1 ), may also be useful in certain circumstances provided care is taken during calibration because of their arithmetic instability (see Diplock and Openshaw, 1996) . The more complex functions permit a wider range of distance-decay relationships to be handled, whereas the negative power and negative exponential functions are smooth monotonically decreasing functions of C 0 -. Usually, however, there is an inverse relationship between the complexity of these functions and their theoretical justification and this limits the form of functions normally used [for example, see the various series expansions described in Openshaw and Connolly (1977) but which were never subsequently used by anyone else].
Model performance is measured by means of a residual standard deviation statistic, o\
where T tj is the observed flows from i toy. There are a number of other goodness-of-fit statistics that could have been used (see Knudsen and Fotheringham, 1986) . Here, the residual standard deviation statistic is used mainly for convenience, offering comparisons with previous work on the same benchmark data set (namely, Openshaw, 1976) . There is an implicit assumption that the relationship between goodness of fit and performance is linear and that smaller values are indicative of improved performance. The goodness of fit of the conventional models are shown in table 1 and it can be observed that performance appears to become stuck at a residual standard deviation of 15.2. Genetic model breeder Only within the past 10 years have radically different spatial interaction models started to appear. In 1988 I described the construction of an automated modelling system (AMS) designed to explore the universe of all possible spatial interaction models that can be built from standard model components or pieces (Openshaw, 1988) . A genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing methods were used to search this universe. The GA-based approach is more interesting, partly because of the attractions of seeking to evolve or breed better performing models from generic model pieces, namely, from variables, parameters, maths functions, arithmetic operators, and rules of syntax. This process is described in figure 2 (see over). Note the much weaker role now given to theory in the model-specification phase, being restricted to the use of a priori knowledge as to what model pieces may be appropriate. One problem with AMS is the restrictive nature of a fixed length bit string coding that hinders the representation of algebraic equations and their subsequent optimisation by a genetic algorithm. Additionally, computer speeds were too slow in the late 1980s to allow much experimentation. Nevertheless, the basic method created a few mathematical equations which offered improved levels of goodness of fit compared with some conventional models, but it was not then a widely applicable technology. Today this is much less of a problem. Moreover, many of the coding or representation problems have been removed by the development of a genetic programming (GP) approach (see Koza, 1992) . GP provides a more flexible approach to model breeding and this is described in some detail by Diplock (1996) and also by Turton et al (1997) . Here, a simpler AMS style is used mainly because it can be run on a PC or Unix workstation, although it may take a day or two for the results to appear. This area of model breeding is still at an early stage of its development. It is particularly important to seek to breed model forms that appear to work well on multiple data sets to avoid the obvious criticism that the results are dependent on the data being used and the unproven suggestion that minor variations in the data can lead to very different models being produced. There are obvious computational solutions to both these problems (for example, bootstrap the measure of performance) but they tend to need three orders of magnitude additional computer time and are not yet feasible, but soon will be.
In the SIMS (Openshaw et al, 1998 ) the model breeder uses a number of basic components (see table 2 ). Note that not all eight variables need be used. The complexity of the model also depends on the number of genes it is allocated. Table 3 provides a description of the structure of a model gene. The user would specify the number of genes that are required; each gene contains a single variable. The skip flag permits the GA to delete genes. A 3-bit variable code is sufficient to permit up to eight predictor variables, but fewer can be used. Note also that each gene can have its own parameter. The binary link code permits one gene to be connected to another. This simple gene representation can easily reproduce a conventional model; for example, the bit string corresponding to the following integers would reproduce the conventional unconstrained entropy model:
The variable number of unknown model parameters are estimated by using a hybrid evolutionary -nonlinear least squares procedure to avoid any arithmetic problems when calibrating unstable or unsuitable models (see Diplock and Openshaw, 1996) . So each model that is generated by the GA involves an embedded nonlinear optimisation to obtain a best fitting model. This is far more effective that expecting the GA also to perform parameter estimation as well as create the model equation. However, this approach is not as flexible as a GP approach because it is restricted to breeding models of a very simple structure based on that shown in table 3. On the other hand it will run on a PC.
Artificial neural networks Artificial neural networks have also been used to model spatial interaction. A feedforward multilayer perception trained by back propagation has been used to model journey-to-work flows and airline and telecommunications traffic (Fischer and Gopal, 1994; Openshaw, 1993) . The neural networks appear to provide superior levels of performance when compared with unconstrained conventional models; indeed Fischer and Gopal (1994) report a 16% improvement, although previously neural networks had not been used to create constrained models. In general artificial neural networks offer several modelling advantages: (a) they are universal approximators, (b) they are equation free in that the user does not explicitly provide an equation for the model, (c) they are highly nonlinear, (d) they are supposed to be robust and noise resistant, (e) they can be automatic modellers, and (f) they promise the best levels of performance likely to be achieved. Yet, as Hewitson and Crane (1994) note, the use of neural network models in geography is still not widespread and there are many potential applications that continue to be overlooked. It is now an established technology so the neglect is somewhat surprising. Figure 3 (see over) describes a general neural-net-based approach to modelling spatial interaction or, indeed, virtually anything else. Note how the role of theory is relegated to a very minor role, being used to suggest suitable inputs or predictor variables. There are also a number of problems which can be enumerated as a series of 'neural headaches'. Neural nets are essentially black-box models. There is seemingly a widespread prejudice against black-box models on the grounds that they provide little or no useful information about or understanding of the underlying processes the model seeks to represent. The neural network acts as a universal approximator but having learnt how to map a set of inputs onto a set of output flows that best fits a training data set it cannot then tell us how it managed this feat or what the mappings look like; neither can it be given a plausible interpretation. It provides therefore no explicit process knowledge and no clues as to whether it is a robust and safe model useful in forecasting. The choice of net architecture is also highly subjective, with an element of black art or luck or intuition. Finally, training can be problematic because of the risk of overtraining and the length of computer runs. However, there are ways of looking into the black box; for example, via three-dimensional plots of outputs, or changing two inputs whilst holding the rest constant, so this criticism need not be as severe as it initially appears. Confidence in the neural model can also be supported by various computational statistical methods; for example, confidence intervals can be estimated via bootstrapping and robustness properties assessed by Monte Carlo simulation, if you can afford the additional computation. The problems of neural network design and training can be eased via the use of GAs. However, there is one additional ingredient that is needed in neural computing. You need 'faith' that it is worthwhile because there is no longer any theory to provide an illusion of support and comfort. Like much artificial intelligence (Al) it is very easy to be overly negative and exaggerate the significance of the problems whilst overlooking the potential importance of the technology.
Training a neural net on spatial interaction data raises many interesting issues that have more general implications but which have not yet been solved. The most common method is to split the data into a training and a validation set with perhaps 50% in each. The neural net is trained on one of them and then tested on the other. This is a good practice that could also be usefully applied to all types of spatial interaction models. However, there are three critical questions. First, you may ask whether or not it is reasonable or always appropriate to expect that a spatial interaction model will generalise without recalibration to multiple different data sets and study areas. Why not merely seek the best possible descriptive fit subject to there being sufficient data to avoid each neuron representing a single flow and some assurance of robustness? Second, there are questions about how to select training data in a spatial interaction model context, as it hardly makes much sense to sample the flows randomly because of the map patterns and distance-decay effects that exist and which it might be hoped that the neural net would be able to pick up. Third, the choice of training method is crucial. Many neural networks have been trained with poor and inefficient optimisation methods (see Gopal and Fischer, 1996) . However, even when 'good' nonlinear optimisers are used there is still a risk of becoming stuck at a suboptimal set of weights because of nonconvexity or flatness or local minima in the sum of squares function being optimised.
Here, a conjugate gradient method is used in conjunction with a simple evolutionary optimisation technique. The latter is used to find a good starting solution for the conjugate gradient method subsequently to fine tune. This hybrid approach seems to work very well with flow data, but this is another area where much more work is needed.
Despite these problems there is an opportunity here to compare performance with other methods, to use supervised neural networks to investigate the performance of spatial interaction models built from a mixture of different input data. This makes it possible to identify the effects of using the conventional variables (0 Z , D Jf Cy) and then adding competing destination terms (Qj) and intervening opportunities (X iJ} Yy) terms as inputs to the neural network. It should be noted that other variables, such as spatially lagged versions of these predictors, could also be included in the inputs to the neural net and, indeed, to the model breeder. Restriction of these modellers to the same variables used in conventional models might be regarded as putting them at a significant disadvantage, and this is clearly something that needs to be investigated further at a later date.
The neural net models used here all contain three layers: an input layer with either three or six neurons in it (reflecting the number of predictor variables used), a hidden layer with a variable number of neurons, and one output layer. The inputs are scaled on to the range 0.1 to 0.9, but no other transformation is used. The neurons within each layer are fully connected to all the neurons in the preceding or following layer. This is a simple form of conventional feed-forward perceptron. Training consists of estimating values for the connection weights so that the outputs from the net match as closely as possible the observed data. This is essentially a large nonlinear least squares parameter estimation problem that is in practice hard to solve because of the presence of multiple local minima. The accounting constraints are imposed on the outputs from the fully trained neural net. They could be included in the training process but only if a derivative-free optimiser were applied which would greatly increase compute times, probably by a factor of 1000. This is a subject for further research.
Fuzzy logic spatial interaction models Fuzzy logic models offer an alternative to neural networks for the modelling of flows (see Openshaw, 1997) . They are also a universal approximator (Kosko, 1992; 1993) and they can do most things that neural networks do, and vice versa. However, they also possess a unique advantage as unlike neural nets they are not a black box. Zadeh (1992) writes that fuzzy logic modelling is equivalent to computing with words rather than with equations. They are in essence nonstatistical and nonmathematical because they do not have an equation-based structure and they can (in theory) be built from qualitative 'plain-English-like' statements. As a result they are inherently less complex than any of the alternative spatial interaction models so far described. Additionally, they provide a flexible framework for building hybrid models as existing mathematical and statistical models can be readily incorporated and combined within a modelling framework based on fuzzy logic. There is a further possible significant advantage. Unlike a neural network or a model breeder there is a more direct means for incorporating existing theoretical and qualitative knowledge that exists about the process being modelled via the fuzzy rules. It does not all have to be learnt from the data. So fuzzy logic modelling is a smart technology because it allows you to combine the knowledge you already have with other knowledge that only a machine-learning procedure can uncover for you (Openshaw, 1996; 1997) . Fuzzy logic has one more special feature. It retains and handles imprecision rather than ignoring it totally or forcing the user to remove it. We live in a fuzzy world, but our computer systems do not as they operate in a highly crisp binary world. This raises the interesting prospect of building new types of flow model that do not require the data to be accurate to one decimal place or to have parameter estimates to several decimal digits accuracy.
At present, fuzzy logic models are grossly undeveloped in geography (see Leung, 1997 ). The problems are largely a result of a thick veneer of mathematical set-theory-based complexity in the literature that hides their essentially simple nature and inherent easiness. Additionally, there are various methodological and practical problems that need to be resolved for different application contexts. There are also various ways of creating both the fuzzy membership functions and the rules. You can use prior knowledge or experience to identify suitable fuzzy sets and rules. However, in practice the task of building good performing fuzzy logic models by a deductive route turns out to be far harder than was originally anticipated, with a large element of luck. The other extreme is to adapt an idea by Karr (1991) and use a genetic algorithm to optimise the rules, or the fuzzy set definitions, or some of both, or all of both (for examples, see Openshaw and Openshaw, 1997) . This produces an adaptive fuzzy modeller that can, if sufficient fuzzy sets and rules are used, approximate any function in a manner similar to a neural net. However, the resulting complexity may defeat all attempts at interpretation and in the limit the GA-fuzzy logic model may become equivalent to a black-box neural network. There are also some practical difficulties in that calibrating a fuzzy model by simultaneously adapting the fuzzy sets and estimating the fuzzy rules can take a long time. Moreover, too many rules produce neural network levels of complexity, and even if fewer rules are used interpretation may not be easy or useful. This is a topic where considerable research is still needed but this is hardly unexpected because of the newness of the technology. A fuzzy logit model consists of four components: (1) fuzzy set definitions that can be applied to the input variables, (2) fuzzy set definitions that apply to the model outputs, (3) a set of rules that relate the fuzzy input set membership sets to the fuzzy output sets applied via a fuzzy inferencing procedure, and (4) a defuzzifler that obtains a crisp value from the resulting fuzzy output set. A simple distance-decay example may help explain this fuzzy modelling process. Suppose, for illustrative purposes, that the C y variable is represented by three fuzzy sets with labels 'short distance', 'medium distance', and iarge distance'. Typically, these fuzzy sets can be represented by triangular membership functions so that each C tj value belongs to two (or more) fuzzy sets with a different probability of belonging to each of them. A similar representation is used for the T (j output variable, with labels of 'zero', 'small', and 'big'. Fuzzy model rules can then be formulated as follows:
if Cy is small then 7]j is big, if Cy is medium then T tj is small, if Cij is large then T tj is zero. These three rules would be evaluated for each flow. Typically, more than one would apply (because the membership functions overlap), with a resulting hybrid fuzzy T tj output set being created by the application of fuzzy logic. The fuzzy 'OR' implied by the three rules would be operationalised as a MIN-MAX operator. This would then be defuzzified to yield a predicted flow to which accounting constraints would be applied. This fuzzy modelling approach is summarised in figure 4 (further details are provided in Openshaw, 1997; Openshaw and Openshaw, 1997, Chapter 9; Openshaw et al, 1998) .
A partly fuzzy Takagi -Sugeno model of spatial interaction A fully fuzzy model is fairly complex and involves the application of various fuzzification and denazification methods that have as yet not been investigated to identify good choices for spatial interaction modelling. The choice of defuzzifier may be particularly critical. A simpler partly fuzzy model is therefore of interest because it offers various hybridisation possibilities.
The Takagi -Sugeno (TSK) partly fuzzy model has fuzzy inputs but crisp outputs (see Takagi and Sugeno, 1985) . A version is used here to create a hybrid partly fuzzy model that is built from four different types of spatial interaction model: 1. a distance-decay model,
2. a gravity model of the traditional kind illustrated by equations (1) and (2); 3. an intervening opportunity model,
4. a competing destinations model,
In the above, X u is the number of intervening opportunities from origin / up to but excluding destination j, Y tj is the same as X tj but includes j, and Qy is a measure of the competing destination effect at/ The idea was to explore briefly the effects of modelling flows based on a mixture of the four different model types. Fuzzy 'IF-THEN' statements are used to determine the weights that are applied to each of the four models (using fuzzy set definitions and fuzzy logic operators) which reflect the characteristics of the flow. For instance, you could speculate that a distance-decay function might be best for short-distance flows, an intervening opportunity model for very-long-distance flows, a competing destinations model for medium distances and large D } sizes, and a gravity model as a background effect. The fuzzy rules would permit mixtures of models to be used, with both the membership functions and the rules being optimised by a GA. However, unlike the fully fuzzy model here the parameters in the four models would be estimated by conventional parameter estimation methods and the resulting flow predictions would be crisp rather than fuzzy.
The TSK partly fuzzy model can be written as
where U k is the prediction for the Kth model rule (that is, a flow prediction from one of the four models); and jx Uk is the probability of any flow z,7 belonging to the membership function /i u for model rule K; in other words its truth value. The TSK model prediction is flow context specific and is a weighted average of the truth values for the fuzzy rules and models predictions that are applicable to each flow. This offers a highly flexible framework for spatial interaction modelling allowing all manner of innovative hybrid models to be investigated in the future. Here, only the most basic model is considered.
Results
The results for the various models fitted to the Durham data are presented in tables 4-8. All the data are used so the results are, in neural net terms, an in-sample assessment of performance. This is a limitation that was unavoidable in this study. Likewise, when interpreting these results, care is needed because the various models contain varying numbers of parameters and different numbers of variables, although the number of observations (5229 flows) is large and this will to some extent negate these differences. The model breeder did very well given its simplicity (table 4) . Also, variation of the population size used by the GA seemed to have only a small effect. The results come close to matching the GP-based spatial interaction model results obtained by Diplock (1996) for the same data but without the functional complexity. However, the neural net results are either better or worse depending on the variables used and the method of training. In table 5 the neural nets are trained on half the data and given six rather than three inputs (O f , D j9 C ij9 Q j9 X ij9 <5 iy ). Some good results were obtained Diplock (1996) result for comparison 11.2 Note: the genetic plan used an elitist strategy crossover probability of 0.95, a mutation probability of 0.01, an inversion probability of 0.05, and a maximum of 2000 generations (for a more detailed explanation, see Openshaw et al, 1998 Note: an overtraining detector was used to stop all runs early; these neural nets were trained on a random sample of rows of data, but performance was assessed for the complete data set. Note: trained until convergence of nonlinear optimiser.
despite early stoppage by an overtraining detector. Once the performance of the neural net model on the validation data showed signs of worsening then the neural net training was stopped. This may, or may not, be a fair test of neural-net-based spatial interaction models because this would require that the same approach of using only 50% of the data for model calibration was adopted for all the other models. As table 6 shows, if training continues until the nonlinear optimiser converges then far better levels of performance are achieved, even with relatively few neurons. For example, even when there are only two neurons in the hidden layer (six input neurons, and one output neuron) a major improvement in model performance can be seen compared with the conventional models. This is a dramatic result and further research is required to discover how the neural net managed to do so well; more specifically, which of the input variables were most powerful and which others might be excluded? However, care is still needed to avoid the dangers of overtraining. The best solution for spatial interaction modelling would be the use of sufficiently large data sets in relation to the number of neurons being used. By comparison, the fuzzy models were poorer and more patchy performers (see table 7 ). Some of the results are good; others are quite poor. This almost certainly reflects the use of only two predictor variables. It is possible that the GA optimisation of the membership functions and fuzzy rules requires further investigation; for example, maybe the parameters used in the GA, such as population size, need to be tuned to the nature of the problem. Additionally it is possible that more complex fuzzy rules are needed or a wider range of inputs used. What is surprising is the ease by which the partly fuzzy TSK models reached good levels of performance (see table 8 ). Maybe there Note: not all the results from tables 5-8 are shown here; the performance index is based on the residual standard deviations given in the previous tables but scaled so that 100 is equivalent to a conventional negative exponential model value of 16.3.
is considerable potential here for further performance improvements. However, in both cases it should be emphasised that fuzzy modelling is a very young technology and that its relatively poor performance here (by comparison with neural networks) should not detract from its undoubted potential and its unique characteristics. Table 9 provides a ranking of the best fitting models in terms of a performance index set at 100 for the conventional entropy-maximising model. The superiority of the neuralnet-based models is immediately apparent, especially when six rather than three input variables are used. Finally, it would be most interesting to apply sensitivity analysis to identify which of the six variables were having the greatest impact on model performance and conversely which ones could be excluded. Similarly, the inclusion of more input predictor variables into the fuzzy models may also be a fruitful area for subsequent research.
Conclusions
The results appear to demonstrate that substantially improved spatial interaction models can be created by using Al-based technologies. The neural network approach produced the best results (see table 9 ). However, it appears that the model breeder, neural net, and fuzzy models may be duplicating essentially the same end results albeit by quite different paths and with as yet different levels of efficiency. It is possible that given more compute time the various methods may converge. Further research is needed to investigate the generality of these findings, to investigate relative performances on multiple data sets, and to identify the extent to which they are dependent on the choice of a particular goodness-of-fit statistic. It should also be noted that a neural net representation can be built of all the other three modellers. For example, given a 'good' fuzzy model then a neural net could be trained to represent it on sample data generated by it. The principal reason for wanting to do this would be speed in running a fitted model, as neural nets are fast to run but very slow to train.
The research also raises some major outstanding questions of model interpretability, result robustness and stability, and optimality that need to be addressed. Are better performing models useful? How do you measure 'better'? Does an improved goodness of fit during calibration or training translate into improved goodness of fit in forecasting and 'what if scenario' prediction? This raises the more general question about how best to compare and evaluate model performances and what sort of framework is needed to answer these questions with any degree of certainty. Data mining for models raises many other questions. Are there any new theoretical insights that can be gained? The conventional model is based on sound theory but is not the best model by seemingly quite a large margin. Does this indicate the existence of new theories that are as yet unidentified? The best models (as yet) offer no theoretical insights and may be incapable of yielding any. Are there other models that are better than the conventional ones which also offer glimpses of new theories of spatial interaction? Is the good performance of the more novel inductively derived models a reflection of missing variables in the conventional model or a misspecification of its nonlinear relationships? Is it possible that a closer examination of the differences in numerical outputs from the various models will offer an opportunity to learn more about where the novel models are doing better and thus, maybe, also how the conventional models can be modified so that they can compete. Finally, are models derived by inductive geographical data mining useful? Can they be used with safety? Is this a useful step forward or a regression? These questions remain unanswered but it is important that they are aired to stimulate debate and further research. Clearly this is an important area of research in which developments in the geocomputational technologies of highperformance computing, Al, and GIS can be combined to create a situation in which there is every expectation of a significant further advance in spatial interaction modelling in the not too distant future. The attractions of new modelling styles depends on awareness of what they can offer and on empirical illustrations of what can be gained by comparison with current best practice. These are early days and much work is still needed to prove the viability of new data-driven methodologies.
